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Abstract
Runaway climate change threatens our world and way of life. Intelligent development
and investment in the next ten years could largely mitigate the worst threats of climate change,
while simultaneously providing continuous growth for the global economic system. The New
Climate Economy 2018 report projects that $upwards of $90 trillion, invested over the next
decade in efforts to combat this ecological collapse would result in $30 trillion in new annual
economic growth by 2050 (NCE 2018). The Stockholm Resilience Center agrees, giving a
framework based on global ecological systems that calls for five critical tasks that can bring
about this new period of growth and stability.
1. Renewable energy growth, exponentially increasing over the next decade
2. Sustainable food production, especially local and autonomous
3. New development models, based on what has worked globally
4. Reduction of wealth inequity, such that the richest 10% own <40% of global wealth
5. Education, health, gender equality, family planning access for women.
The School for International Training (SIT) can address these issues clearly and directly
at the local level, benefitting the institution and local community while setting new global
models for Sustainability in Higher Education. In the summer of 2018, SIT hosted a student-led
community garden, supported by SIT Student Association and the Lessenco Fund. This project
calls for long-term commitment to sustainability, including a look at institutional memory, an
assessment of sustainability frameworks, and of the potential benefits of joining the thousands of
sustainable campuses and educational ecovillages operating globally.
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Presented here is a 5-year plan for SIT to gradually increase sustainable farming, start
cooperating with local NGOs to share land, time and knowledge, start building green and
eventually grow into an experiential ecology training center, hosting permaculture and
sustainable design programs on sustainable, participatory and interconnected global campuses,
climbing to leadership in SD while doing our part to bring about the radical shifts needed in
order to mitigate the incipient climatic disasters and rampant instability predicted for the next
several decades.

Keywords: Sustainability, Education for Sustainable Development, Climate Change, Food
Sovereignty, Permaculture, Economic Policy, Ecology, Anthropocene, Gardening, Institutional
Memory, Ecovillage
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Introduction
The world we know is coming to an end.
Alright, take a moment to get over the emotional, humorous or dismissive reaction, and
think of what you know about energy systems. Energy is needed to keep your machines running,
but also to keep you running. There are systems to bring us more electrical energy (wires) and
chemical energy (food) as needed, and those systems are part of larger processes like the local
economy, local transportation, and most vitally the water, air and nutrient cycles needed to grow
your food to begin with (Miller, 2011). Energy is what’s made accessible through photosynthesis
by plants. That is inescapable. It doesn’t matter if you eat the plant, or the plant gets trapped in a
cambrian-era bog, turned into fossil fuels and get burned in your car. As a planetary system,
there are functional limits on our capacities in each of these and other processes (Rockström,
2009). So, when you read that “the world is going to end”, please understand that the “world”
referred to here is the collective system of production & distribution that has pushed us past the
planet’s collective limits (Klein, 2014). The earth itself will be fine. Humanity will survive, to
some degree however small. There will be creatures; just fewer kinds, and more pests. It might
even become possible to sustain large-scale society again, one day. This is just the most likely
future - global ecosystems are being destroyed, actively, by our current models of production &
distribution, threatening many of the cycles we collectively depend on.
This is not only a crisis, but an opportunity for new growth, once we understand the full
context. With a little refocusing of our work, we can rebalance chemical cycles, optimize and
diversify ecosystems, and return large sections of the earth to livable, thriving systems of
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symbiosis. We can’t do it from within the mainstream frameworks: it requires an ability to listen
to natural processes and think in terms and in timeframes different from the current norm. But it
can be done, and we can do our part while g rowing our institution, the School for International
Training (SIT).
So how do we fundamentally change the world’s economy, production systems and
values without destabilization? Well, the Stockholm Resilience Center is convinced it can be
done, without major upheaval, through only five main goals that bridge the needs of society with
the needs of the planet: a new scientific model of sufficient ecological complexity to track and
predict trends of global human development. They incorporate mathematical and sociological
modeling with accepted science on ecology like the models mentioned above, and have used
computers to predict a number of possible future outcomes using more than 100,000 data points.
The only scenarios that didn’t end in devastation and widespread collapse by 2050 worked
through these five critical practices for ecological/societal success:
“1. Exponential renewable energy growth. The world needs to halve emissions from
fossil fuels every decade from 2020. This is entirely feasible and economically attractive and
aligns with the latest UN climate report.
2. Accelerated sustainable food production. Feeding 10 billion people by 2050 will
require an overhaul of existing food systems – improving sustainable agriculture intensification
by an extra 1% per year.
3. New development models for growth in poorer countries that adopt elements of
economic models from, for example, South Korea, Ethiopia or Costa Rica.
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4. Active inequality reduction through fair tax systems in all countries – ensuring that the
richest 10% take no more than 40% of income.
5. Huge investment in education for all, gender equality, health, and family planning to
stabilize the world’s population.” (5 transformational policies for a prosperous and sustainable
world | Johan Rockström, TED Oct. 2018)
This paper is a proposal, a plea, for these initiatives to be enacted at the local level: so
that as an institution we can do our part.
Wind and solar, continued sustainable renovation choices, smart investment in the local
and global community through the development of an SIT experimental sustainability process to
match our extant education programs would allow us to address all five points above through
experiential education in sustainable food production that, along with concurrent global efforts,
will decrease food costs, grounds maintenance efforts, and food/energy waste on campus,
without negatively impacting normal operations of any other department, and ultimately setting
SIT on a new path towards growth and sustainability leadership in an economically and
ecologically solvent future.
SIT’s beautifully forested campus in Brattleboro Vermont has been a valued asset to the
organization. From providing scenic landscapes and community spaces to hosting the local
soccer clubs, SIT and its managing entity World Learning (WL) have utilized the land diversely,
sometimes building, sometimes collaborating, always loving the beautiful hillside we gather on.
And at certain moments in SIT’s history, we’ve done more than that. About ten years ago SIT
had two acres of cultivated, high-quality farmland producing food for the community. Although
the project ended, the work experience and professional training it provided contributed to much
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of the region’s social sector, through civically minded projects and nonprofits that have been
established since, including the Root Social Justice Center and Food Connects, both founded
independently by SIT alumni in response to observed community needs. If SIT commits right
now to leadership in sustainable campus design, our experiential teaching model and global
reach have the potential for the scaled impact we need right now.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change reports have featured heavily in our
literature in classes at SIT; they’re also foundational in the policy literature of many development
NGOs. The unavoidable fact addressed in these and similar policy papers is that our recent
industrial practices have led us to a limited set of viable paths for the future. Of course the main,
unavoidable hurdle is our dependence on fossil fuels, which have been intrinsically linked with
global capitalism throughout their development (Malm, 2016). We aren't just using oil for
transportation and energy but also in fertilizer, ensuring a long-term link between the oil
companies and the agricultural industry (Walworth, 1997). While some investors and smart
development entrepreneurs like the New Climate Economy are investing in green development,
the scientific consensus is that at this rate, without radical and immediate change, the world is
doomed to even more massive storms, drought, instability and famine within the next 20 years,
further inhibiting our ability to work against runaway global warming, sea level change, and the
loss of the majority of the world’s coastal cities within our lifetime (IPCC report 5, 2018). But
there is an action plan for avoiding this, it’s feasible, it results in a stronger economy with higher
global production than ever in history, and it’s financially responsible even in the short term. As
an institute of higher learning, SIT can be a catalyst for this almost immeasurably important
paradigmatic shift towards a sustainable world.
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It is the role and responsibility of institutions of higher learning like SIT to participate in
cultivating and disseminating that shift (Mohammadalizadehkorde, 2018). In 1972, the UN
Declaration on the Human Environment connected education and sustainable development
(United Nations, 1972 principle 19), and institutions like SIT have benefitted from it.
Scholars have observed a growing global consensus that universities need to play a
leadership role in sustainability education (Grinsted, 2011), along with emerging international
competition towards sustainable campus policy at every level. SIT has participated in that vision
through its alumni working in Education for Sustainable Development, as well as impacting
through Peace Corps and NGO management training the discourses and policies of global
development (Grinsted, 2011; Ragazzi, 2017). Universities and colleges are centers of
knowledge. In these places we learn, curate, and pass on the collective sciences and arts that
make up our collective grasp of human knowledge to date. Academies have been a part of
several of the great technological shifts of the modern age, from medicine and physics to the
invention of the internet. If we are indeed facing a period of technical or ideological transition,
the academy then becomes one of the places where the corresponding social transition takes
place (Wilkinson, 1994; Graeber, 2004).
To indulge for a moment in a historical perspective, Plato also had an opinion on the
relationship between academic and environmental spaces, and even lectured on civic design from
what could be viewed as the hellenic equivalent of an ecological lens (Stone, 2017). While a
modern professor lectures in auditoriums, in ancient times those were dedicated to theater and
entertainment: philosophers and mathematicians gathered outside, in natural outdoor learning
spaces - courtyards and fields that a modern eye would see as decidedly rural. This is not
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accidental: these and later schools of thought recognized the benefit of anchoring their famously
lofty debates about metaphysics in real life, in the reality of agriculture and the natural world we
all share (Howlett, 2016). And the very same topics covered in a modern Sustainable
Development class on social justice, post-war development, or environmental regulations have
their intellectual roots in Plato’s Republic, where he describes the ideal city and what social,
educational, and development policies might maintain it (Mahoney, 1997). More to the point: in
the Republic, the dialogues containing these famous arguments all occurred outside, while
walking or enjoying nature (Carone, 1998). Theoretical conversations are most useful when
attached to a pragmatic context. Outdoors is thus the ‘natural’ setting for higher learning.
This dualism of the theoretical/practical could even help repair the perception (in the U.S.
at least) that liberal arts institutions might not always offer the most useful or vocationally
pragmatic education options (Hersh, 1997). Some of that is part of larger trends towards
unhealthy societal associations of wealth with success and productivity with usefulness (Graeber,
2011; Malm, 2016). But another part of that conversation is the applicability and accessibility of
academic topics, the biological sciences certainly included. Farming is biology and ecology in
practice. It includes practical chemistry to understand soil and nutrition, engineering and even
economics at the operations side. This is another reason why matching experiential education
with ecologically responsive regenerative design is a winning move: this is the multidisciplinary
context that brings different experience and education levels together, so that experts and
laypeople can apply different knowledge bases in a mutually accessible format (Mcmillin &
Dybal, 2009). Farmers and ecologists, local students and policy experts, working together on real
projects. That’s the heritage of the classical understanding of an academy, and the potential latent
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in ecologically informed pedagogy. Changing habits by means of agrarian lifestyle - an old
answer to the old problem of affecting societal attitude shifts.

Schools change people’s minds, because they change people’s contexts.

A key focus for this paper and - my research over the past two years - has been in
community-responsive research to achieve sustainable development that matches the values and
goals of the community it serves. In this case - SIT, World Learning, Brattleboro and their
stakeholders. Research questions include:
● What are the changing needs, expectations, and capabilities of SIT/WL?
● How can we better engage community resources and stakeholders while
increasing overall value?
● Have we been here before, and if yes, what can we learn from institutional
memory?
● Is there a need to reconcile short-term economic decisions with permaculture
practice?
● How can we bring about lasting change in a temporary situation?

These questions, addressed through informal interviews with participants and
stakeholders at every level, bring us to our proposed values, based as much as possible on the
extant literature, on the knowledge shared through community members, and requests and
suggestions from the ~200 people who have participated in the garden’s first year. Co-managers
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Jack Haskell (ISLM) and Taliesin Haugh (SD), collaborated to build a garden proposed by
Green-Up student environmental association and funded through the SIT Student Association as
an education and outreach project across the community towards the encompassing goal of
sustainability. In addition to the garden and educational programming, our objectives included
food production, programming, ecosystem restoration, professional development, functional
vocational knowledge of agroecology, and communicating across the SIT/WL network to engage
and facilitate community-based goals for the future. After wrapping up the garden’s first season,
we continued to conduct informal interviews with community members across the alumni and
WL network, focusing on the above research questions and any anecdotal experiences with the
first year of the garden. Questions include:
1. Did you see, eat from, or work in the SIT CG this season?
2. What does sustainability mean to you, and how could WL best enact that?
3. What are some ecological issues concerning you? What could we do to affect them?
4. What would increase community involvement in SIT in the future?
5. How has Climate Change affected your life? Your food supply?

Now it has come upon us as an institution to again push forward, to grow our institution
in competitive, reliable ways while still cultivating our core values. In hopes of contributing to
this, I submit a suggestion towards the implementation of a sustainability plan and experiential
learning permaculture garden for SIT. Building on lessons learned from past projects, I am
optimistic that with minimal synergistic support, this new project would positively impact all
currently planned programming while opening the possibility of several new lines of research -
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specifically around topics like development, agricultural training, sustainable design,
agroforestry/silviculture, and biotecture. This plan for the future is (pun warning) dirt cheap. In
many cases cheaper than doing nothing. It’s also ecologically responsible, as well as matching
the espoused values of our institution, the global trends needed to avoid the worst climate
scenarios, and the aesthetic values of Vermont. It brings us closer to global leadership in a
growing and critical field. But what does it look like in practical application? Many small,
synergistic projects over years, guided by a set of sustainable permaculture principles that match
our renewed goals and definitions as an institution.

A note on research methodology
In Anthropology, the standard method of ethnography has been participant observation:
living with and participating in normal daily activities of a studied group. The inherent challenge
to the ethnographer is to be in two dichotomous modes at once: participant and objective analyst
(Hammersely, 2006). Some critiques to this model, like the power dynamic created between
researcher and subject, can be repaired by drawing from Kolb’s theories of experiential learning
(1984) and Freire’s dialectic pedagogy of non-hierarchical research (1972). What’s more called
for is what I would call Practitioner Observation: direct, skill-based contribution, even as an
outsider, to the group. This is also an organic response to the changing modern reality of the
roles and resources available to low-income field researchers: coming in as a student, builder and
farmer with the ability to improve our collective capacity rather than as a detached researcher of
the extant process, extracting experiential knowledge and producing abstracted reports,
demonstrating against the supposed barriers between farmer and scholar. Following is a brief
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outline of relevant published works, theses, and definitions of key terms and theories concerning
the systemic processes relevant to this project.

Terms & Literature Review
The first term that needs defining is, of course, “sustainability”. A frustratingly loose
definition used for a long time by U.N.-influenced theorists is “Development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs.” (WCED, 1987). Generally this sounds right, but it establishes (or, parrots the
contemporary understanding of) sustainability as a strained compromise between the “present”
(i.e. those with a voice: economic forces and the unending addiction for more profit) and the
“future” (i.e. many people currently impacted but lacking a voice. Yes, future generations, but
also many living people). One modern version of this approach is the 2015 U.N. Sustainable
Development Goals, which set some valid indicators for societal needs but from a decidedly
anthropocentric perspective, without a clear goal for how to fix the biosphere. This is built on an
outdated and prescriptivist understanding of nature that doesn’t account for the earth as a living
system. But generally, the main issue is that focusing on marginally improving only the lives of
some people doesn’t change the structural relationships humans have with global
geological/biological cycles like phosphorous, nitrogen and of course carbon dioxide. Whatever
sustainability frameworks we do enact, they should include actionable theories on how to sustain
our society. The SDGs miss that mark by only indirectly addressing the largest issues we face
today. Real energy costs for heating homes and providing clean water have to be renewable.
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Among the relative energy cost increases inhibiting the alleviation of global poverty (goal
n. 1) are water accessibility, the cost of food, and the cost of heating a home. Economic
instability, climate change, and shifts in global food production and distribution all threaten to
exacerbate these issues (IAASTD, 2014). Future development, if it is to become sustainable,
should address the construction and energy costs of housing. Another laudable goal would be
regional-level food sovereignty, where possible. Both can be addressed directly in our
management of our current resources, but not from within the SDG framework alone. To
condense two years of studies into a simple anecdote, I’ve come to understand that the word
‘sustainability’ itself has taken on two meanings. Financial s ustainability is when the operative
needs can be met, and is used across the nonprofit sector as fiscal independence. Environmental
sustainability is when expected production does not destroy more of the local biosphere than is
regrown. The term is still being redefined as we reassess our understandings of the ecological
impacts of our current means of production. While the majority of our cultivated land is still
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being used conventionally with petrol-additive fertilizers (thus linking food production to the oil
industry), large-scale ecological sustainability is a moving goalpost, at best.
What definition should we use then, for establishing our own values and practices as an
institution? Community-responsive research design calls for a continued dialogue across the
institution and stakeholders to determine our choice, of course. But as a starting point, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency has an ironically, given the current state of the organization,
well-worded definition: “Sustainability is based on a simple principle: everything that we need
for our survival and well-being depends, either directly or indirectly, on our natural environment.
To pursue sustainability is to create and maintain the conditions under which humans and nature
can exist in productive harmony to support present and future generations“ (EPA, 2018). This is
refreshing because it situates human systems as part of a larger whole. It’s a step in the right
direction.
Humanity. It means humans, who are actually a subset of the ecosystem. This
self-evident fact is still a drastic departure from the discourse of industrial capitalism, and thus
needs to be included in our definitions (Malm, 2016). While the chauvinistic construct of
humanity as the rightful exploiter of an externalized ‘Nature’ was wrong, it could be argued that
humanity could still have a unique non-hierarchical role cultivating a healthy biosphere
(Chakrabarty, 2017). By enacting organic cultivation practices that have a larger intended impact
on the global biosphere, humans could have a positive influence on the reconstruction of a
resilient biosphere. This is why the choices of individual small farmers all over the world directly
impact all of us (NCE 2018 report). Providing support to subsistence farmers is critically
important, given that this group is the most vulnerable to long-term climate change, the largest
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group that can directly respond to issues like soil depletion and biodiversity, and the group
least-equipped under the current system to make the changes needed to sustain their livelihoods
in the face of such a threat. Small-scale subsistence farmers, thus, are the very people who can
really decide the climate impacts of humans, either making up for and balancing out our
industrial impact, or exacerbating it - and as such, they are simultaneously under a high pressure
and tight control in our current system. This is the importance of institutions supporting
grassroots movements like La Via Campesina, which are already promoting and incorporating
permaculture-informed practices.
Documents like those published by the The International Assessment of Agricultural
Knowledge, Science and Technology for Development (IAASTD) and more recently, groups
like the New Climate Economy (NCE) have been arguing that we can grow the economy and the
environment at the same time. One of the innumerable ways this is true is in moving away from
oil-based fertilizers and towards more closed-loop energy systems, with a recommended trend of
decentralization and room for traditional cultivation systems. In 2007, the IAASTD called for
local, site-specific, fair trade practices as required for sustainable food production, as well as:
“revalorization of traditional and local knowledge, and an interdisciplinary, holistic and
systems-based approach to knowledge production and sharing.”
Many indigenous societies are still providing new insights in medicine, engineering and
ecology, and are contributing the majority of extant sustainable production technology. Modern
agriculture continues to be healed and augmented by indigenous knowledges, which constitute
the majority of sustainable agricultural and medicinal technology. Examples of indigenous food
production technology (better understood as an effect of their overall relationship with nature)
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include Aztec raised beds increasing local production after rediscovery by archaeologists in
Mexico (Nichols, 2018; Conway, 2018), Ojibwe accounts and modern research of the managed
forest-gardens across America (Wub-e-ke-niew, 1995), and traditional farming innovations from
around the world (IAASTD, 2009) (Maezumi, et al. 2018). Compared to accounts of the forests
of Vermont before the Columbian Exchange, current agricultural production is meagre with
reduced nutrients, low biodiversity and much external reliance in particular on pesticides,
fertilizers and distribution systems owned by the very same industrial forces standing in the way
of long-term sustainable growth. This historical perspective shows the way sustainability has
been, and still intersects with ecological and social justice, indigenous rights and food
sovereignty (Figueroa, 2015). We can revolutionize global agriculture when we empower
subsistence farmers and displaced workers all over the world with autonomously sustainable
practices, taking back the power of food production (Lo, 2011). This traditional ecological
knowledge is recognized in our literature as a critical set of tools for accomplishing a sustainable
future.
That’s the key advantage of pluralistic, adaptive processes: there are more tools available
to adapt to more possible scenarios. Our available strategies increase drastically, for example,
when considering that food systems can be based not just on wide scale mono-crop agriculture
and megafauna harvesting, but on less disruptive food sources like nuts, fruit, insects and
seaweeds that grow continuously and cooperatively with full ecosystems. Natural processes,
however, have answers to more questions than just food-related ones. Forests are the classic
multimodal natural service: they decrease soil erosion, provide shelter, food, diversity for
countless species, and they efficiently sequester carbon. Canopy restoration techniques through
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Silviculture (the cultivation of wooded areas with sustainable production of natural services),
combined with agroforestry(similar practices but geared towards forest-based food production),
would be almost emblematic of a much-needed cooperative recovery in chemistry (carbon),
resilience (biodiversity), and precarity (food) for all. Wave/tidal energy turbines are pretty
promising, and when combined with cultivation of coral beds and other natural breakwalls, they
could be utilized to help impede the severity of waves in urbanized coastal areas while
eventually starting to provide the same natural services we had for so many centuries depended
on. These are all good examples of multifaceted answers to different questions of production and
cultivation.
But these answers will mostly be coming not from techno-industrial sources, but
traditional indigenous practices, many of which, as mentioned earlier, are amazingly responsive
and complex in their understandings of environmental relations when compared to conventional
knowledge. Our existence has simultaneously more responsibilities and more potentials than
could be found in any discourse that separates humans from the great life cycles of our planet.
Higher callings are available to us: as a sentient species we have the ability to intentionally
manage and optimize entire regions, continents over time. This relationship is spoken of by
Tsing (2017) and Escobar (2018) in Geography literature, shared in permaculture literature
(Mollison, 2003), and supported by anthropological and historical works like those of Graeber
(2004) and Malm (2016), respectively. We already have been affecting biospheres for hundreds
(arguably tens of thousands) of years (Rosen, 2010; Malm, 2016): the trick is to be doing so
intentionally, intelligently, and responsively. With a little refocusing of our work, we can
rebalance chemical cycles, optimize and diversify ecosystems, and return large sections of the
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earth to livable, thriving systems of symbiosis. We can’t do it from within the present
exploitation-based frameworks: it requires an ability to listen to natural processes and think in
terms and in timeframes different from those of industrial discourse. But it can be done.
As mentioned earlier in this section, relying on an anthropocentric focus prevents the
discourse from focusing on the trilateral relationship we have on the Earth’s biosphere and
geosphere. One model that shifts the attention from human focused goals such as SDGs and
concentrates on the carrying limit of the vital energy systems of the earth is the Planetary
Boundaries framework. This framework is the result of advanced computer models predicting
possible outcomes for our society based on known factors like the human, ecological, chemical
and geological cycles listed below. Johan Rockström and others use these models to help
understand and quantify the key feedback cycles and thresholds for maintaining complex life on
Earth, the range and capacity of each system and how they react to changes in other key cycles
(Rockström, 2009).
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This is a useful framework because, unlike MDG/SDGs or a variety of socioeconomic
frameworks such as countries’ GDP, it focuses on the health of the biosphere as a primary
concern. This is important as it’s used as a basis for understanding what the functional limits of
our global consumption might be. It also provides scientific backing to the 5-point Stockholm
model referenced earlier in the introduction (Rockström, 2009, 2018). Natural services, changing
geological cycles, social cohesion and trust (recognized in some frameworks as “human capital”)
are real processes that impact the world, and humanity’s ability to adapt to it. These systems are
poorly understood by mainstream discourses and often completely ignored by economic or
productivity-based frameworks, those being designed at least partially to externalize costs to
those systems in favor of production. These socio-ecological systems are better represented with
the lenses of permaculture and ecological sciences, being based on scientific process but also on
accumulated knowledge.
Permaculture is an approach to design theory that builds on and supersedes economic,
biological and agricultural science, encompassing those and other processes in the context of
humans as ecosystems, a useful and scientifically honest concept that extends beyond the topics
of this paper. Paraphrasing Fukuoka, Bill Mollison states in his foundational series on
permaculture that it:
“...is a philosophy of working with, rather than against nature; of protracted and
thoughtful observation rather than protracted and thoughtless labour; and of looking at
plants and animals in all their functions, rather than treating any area as a single-product
system.” (Mollison, 2013, p. 1)
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Permaculture isn’t then so much a specific toolset, as much as the guiding values by
which we can make responsive, intelligent decisions involving natural or sufficiently complex
systems. Developed in Australia and inspired by the sustainable practices of aboriginal peoples
and the visionary writings of Masanobu Fukuoka, permaculture provides intellectual tools for
understanding human systems as integrated with the larger ecosystem. So much of what
‘sustainability’ promises to be, permaculture actually is. Like SIT’s core educational praxis, it’s
experiential and focused on relationships. Permaculture is the framework I recommend as
effective, measurable, and highly compatible with SIT’s established values. Permaculture has
three central values: care for the earth, care for people, and fair share. These seem to match
perfectly with our established values of sustainability, social justice, and reciprocity. Where
value statements are rhetorical, though, permaculture is practical: in fact, permaculture principles
can be applied effectively to less resilient processes even outside of agriculture or ecology.
Many of the design principles behind permaculture, if applied to a business of organizational
setting, match with best practices as discussed in SIT management courses (Williams, K. 2016).

“I suppose what it means to me is that an institution like SIT should consider whether all of its
actions contribute to supporting the ecological integrity of the site it occupies (that is, the optimal
functioning of all the interrelated ecosystems of the site) as well as the economic viability of the
institution and the dignity, health and overall well-being of all people (staff, students, workers)
involved with the organization.”
-agroecology expert on the meaning of “sustainability”
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Two journals published much of the most applicable recent works: the International
Journal of Sustainability in Higher Education, which supplied many comparison studies of
university policies and student-led efforts, and The Journal of Environmental Anthropology
which has published dozens of highly applicable papers on topics like ecovillage design,
permaculture, bioregionalism, local impacts of environmental regulations, and the long-term
social changes observed in and through these projects. Lockyer and Veteto’s 2013 paper, for
example, keenly defines many of the key concepts of ecology-oriented organization and design,
and gives historical context to its trends. In their work, the authors apply each of the
permaculture design values shown above as actionable assessment indicators for their case study
in ecologically-based communities, a precedent for the framework used in this paper. Another
inspirational text is the New Climate Economy 2018 report, which has made its rounds on the
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internet by essentially predicting severe, unstoppable, massively destabilizing climate issues by
2030. The same document, however, also argues that we could easily prevent this, as well as
ensure stable global growth for traditional industries and power structures through the end of the
century. All it would take is a down payment of $7-9 trillion dollars towards green infrastructure
development over the next 12 years, beginning a trend of investing in our ecologies rather than
destroying them. What this process looks like will be very different for different industries and
organizations; this paper is proposing an effort, suited for SIT and WL, that fits within the
report’s global vision. Due to SIT’s unique global position in NGO leadership and development,
we have a special role - an advantage, possibly, in this vital new period of growth.
For the practical design of the 2018 garden, the main text used in reference to layout,
co-planting theory and design, soil nutrient cycles and countless other specific design concepts
was Edible Forest Gardens, by Jakie and Toenmeier (2005). It lays out an easily accessible but
scientifically-based language for approaching design, and comes recommended by professionals
in the field, along with The Holistic Orchard by Michael Phillips (2011) as core modern texts.
They are both situated in the literature of permaculture and sustainable agriculture, including
Fukuoka, who inspired generations.. Core Permaculture concepts like resilient self-stabilizing
gardens, water management, crop cycles, co-planting, natural pest management and myriad other
factors all made their way into our design, partly from Fukuoka’s classics, One Straw Revolution
and Sowing Seeds in the Desert, which were inspirational texts for professionals across the
globe, and directly led to the invention of Permaculture in Australia by Philips. Also worth
mentioning is the author of Priority One and promoter of keyline irrigation technique, Allan
Yeomans. Yeomans worked in parallel with permaculture practices and was highly influential on
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agriculture concepts globally. He postulated that sustainable biological sequestration could
completely offset industrial-era CO2 emissions.
Overall, the theme of these works is positive and constructive: we CAN rebuild and
restore ecosystems when we approach the system with humility, flexibility, and of course, a great
deal of experiential research. The Center for Environmental Structure in Berkeley, CA published
in the 1970s a brilliant manual for scientifically and ecologically informed design, based on this
type of optimistic approach, laying out design concepts for cultivated environments that can
sustainably provide both natural and human services at once. The second of those books, A
Pattern Language, was consulted as we thought about the accessibility and layout of the garden.
Those works have guided our practice in the field, in addition to our course materials from
Theory and Practice of SD, Food Sovereignty and climate courses.
Food sovereignty is an idea developed as an alternative to our current model of food
production. It is a term working off of the functionalist approach, assuming that political and
social agency are secondary to, or derived from, autonomy in terms of food and energy. In terms
of social theory, it prioritizes the critical roles of power, distribution, justice, community,
education and attitude change around our relationships with our food systems (Alonso-Fradejas,
2015).
From many perspectives, food is sacred. Everything about a culture or a people is
connected to their food production and consumption. This is why food can't be considered an
object for profit. In terms of practice, food sovereignty is simply what Vermont does best:
providing high-quality local organic food to local people through sustainable food production
and fair exchange, whether through cooperatives, community supported agriculture, education or
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food programs. It fits quite well with other ecological goals like resilience-building and the
closing of energy cycles through responsible bioresource management, and as a movement, food
sovereignty connects people from outside academia with the realities of agricultural production,
based on our agricultural knowledge, science and technology for development (the ASTD of the
IAASTD).
Ecology is better understood intellectually with a little background in systems theory,
which breaks down complexly interactive systems into simplistic categories: inputs, outputs,
processes and feedback. Feedback cycles exist in every type of system, affecting the
environmental context and resources available for future operation. The ones like solar energy
regulation are a little easier to understand: more available power is generally a good thing. But
other processes like aerosol chemicals, mutation due to chemical pollutants, and the diverse
effects of ocean acidification don’t always have such direct, obvious, immediate and linearly
measurable impacts until certain thresholds have been met, at which point changes can seem to
pop up out of nowhere, making our world become unpredictable and unmanageable. There are,
however, self-stabilizing processes in the ecosystem that can help stabilize our world.
In fact, self-stabilization is an emergent property of many complex systems. Even without
delving deep into specific theories of evolution or biology, a general trend can be observed: life
grows into new niches, so much so that given time, nature will learn to adapt even to major
disruptions. Resilience is the term used by ecologists and systems theorists to describe this
remarkable property of natural systems to adapt in unexpected ways (Janssen, et al. 2006). One
reason for this is the complexity of non disrupted ecosystems: thousands of types of creatures (a
high biodiversity), all with their own niches and their own qualities and needs, collectively have
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so many multifunctional relationships that no matter what happens, even if 99% of the system is
damaged by an event (say, volcano), there will at least be some small part of the system that has
a way to grow from that event instead. The system can thus eventually recover. When
economists talk about diverse portfolios and risk assurance, they’re describing the same need and
drawing from the same understanding of complex systems as ecologists are when we desperately
plea for a stop to the needless mass extinction: we’re trying to keep our base resilience level high
enough to avoid complete collapse (Allison & Hobbs, 2004).
Biodiversity is the context that allows resilient adaptations to occur. Some scientists use a
model of social-ecological systems theory in applying that framework to other sectors, like
organizational management and strategic planning. The key difference here is in understanding
the value of social multifunctionality and cross-departmental collaboration, as similes for the
robustness sustained by self-stabilizing social-ecological systems (Gunderson & Holling, 2012).
These systems have evolved alongside geological processes like the flows of organic carbon,
phosphorus, and nitrogen, each of which directly affects life cycles like food production.
Biological processes don’t only depend on these chemical cycles - they also create and stabilize
them. When we disrupt the biodiversity, we also reduce the system’s capacity to handle changes
to these other factors. But when complex multifunctional symbiosis is cultivated and helped to
thrive, it results not only in increased natural services, production and stability, but in a
fundamental increase in resilience for the entire system - exactly what we need right now.
Unfortunately, all of this subtlety can still fall apart if any process is taken to too far an extreme.
Atmospheric carbon that was supposed to be part of the biosphere is instead collapsing global
ecosystems, setting the stage for irregular and catastrophic climatic events that can still be best
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mitigated through cultivating - and allowing room for - a diversely cooperative period of
intentional regrowth and biorestoration.
For the specific example of the carbon cycle, SIT already has the capacity to utilize two
of the most effective technologies for balancing us out. Carbon sequestration is the realization
that atmospheric carbon can best be reduced the same way we have been for millions of years:
by using plants to store energy. This is what happens when we build up stored biomass, or
organic (carbon-containing) material by growing plants, composting, mulching and adding
thereby to the overall nutrients available to that land for the next season. This is even more
effective when done intentionally along with reforestation (planting of new trees) and silviculture
(human cultivation of forest production), all of which are growing fields and all of which we
already have the capacity to provide experiential training in. These practices alone could, at the
national scale, offset 20% of U.S. carbon emissions (Fargione, et al. 2018).
It’s important to realize that because every individual system affects most of the other
systems, in order to intuit the trends of change, it’s beneficial to consider the complexity of the
multiple services and modalities that each system brings (Udas, 2018). This permacultural
framework for complexity teaches us to develop for resiliency by building responsively to the
unique strengths and resources available in each situation, building on what’s been done before.
In the scale of institutional sustainability, that includes literature but also looking at and learning
from modern examples of sustainability in higher education. Most of our collective capital is
human and natural: making decisions that diminish those resource pools in exchange for
temporary fiscal gain wouldn’t seem prudent from a framework that incorporates those human
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and natural services. Some authors suggest a ‘whole-of-university’ approach, for similar reasons
(Mcmillin & Dyball, 2009).

Sustainably successful campuses
Taking a look at some of the programs other small colleges and universities have
successfully offered, we find there to be some overarching trends and goals. There is a wide
variety of options out there. Ecovillages market their praxis by offer credits or certifications
through local colleges, like in Taos with the Earthship community partnering with Western
Colorado University so that students of Environmental Management can train in Earthship
design as part of an accredited degree. Campuses are built from the ground up to reflect
advancements in scientific and agricultural technology. Many (but not all) traditional universities
now have offices of sustainability, implementing programs and crafting sustainability vision and
mission statements such as the one from Rochester University, in NY: “...The University of
Rochester aims to be a leader in promoting a sustainable society… we are committed to
sustainable development and operating practices through the responsible management of
building design, construction, and renovation, landscape practices, energy use, water and waste
management, emissions, transportation, and procurement, within a framework of regulatory
compliance and fiscal prudence.”(Rochester University webpage, 2014) This is a functional,
although conservative, statement that SIT could safely adapt.
Beyond the limits of the Northeast, dozens of schools and hundreds of programs are
directly engaged with this work, and all of them present components that we could incorporate
with little effort into our vision in the future, so long as we continue making the first steps now.
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One cannot accurately represent the varieties of approach, other than to describe them
collectively as an evolutionary radiation of new experimental modes. Below is a sampling of the
approaches tried by other small liberal arts institutions like SIT that have found success in
sustainability innovation.
Oberlin College in Ohio has a comprehensive sustainability plan, on-site composting and
green purchasing initiatives for cleaning products and such. All of these are similar to what SIT
does in theory, and in addition Oberlin is committed to carbon neutrality by 2025, and has a
“green living” residence called EARRTH House, where students can attempt to live sustainably,
or closer to it, through intentional lifestyle and design. Essentially, it’s Oberlin’s option for
experiential education in sustainability. Oberlin also has a student council overseeing many
annual grants arranged specifically for sustainability, the Green EDGE Fund. Critically, they
don’t only give out grants but actively loan to compatible programs, encouraging long-term
viability for individual projects while increasing base investment capital (oberlin.edu). That is
the type of structural cultivation of autonomy and fiscal solubility that all of SIT’s stakeholders
could agree on.
Chatham University in Pennsylvania offers a handful of degrees in the field similar in
feel to those offered through SIT, like Food Studies, Sustainability, and partnered dual MBA.
They also have a 300-acre experiential garden, which they specifically advertise on their website
as being among the first of its kind (http://www.chatham.edu/academics/colleges/falk/ ). SIT
would have predated Chatham’s sustainable agriculture by several years if it had not stopped and
outsourced its land use to a multinational facilities management company, Sodexo, which will be
addressed later in this paper. Chatham didn’t: it progressed from recycling in the ’90s and active
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student groups in the 2000s - just like us - to hosting its Faulk School of Management on a state
of the art Eden Hall experimental campus; the kind we had started building in 2009. Their
language refers to Eden Hall as an academic community, a choice of wording reflective of the
changing priorities and values in these fields (edenhall.chatham.edu).
The Maharishi School of Management in Iowa offers their version of a “deep ecology”
approach. Deep ecology is a larger topic than this paper can manage, but an overview might
describe it as similar to permaculture in that it views humanity as a process within the ecosystem,
but more severe because it often holds human impacts on the natural world as generally negative.
Social theorists including Bookchin criticize it as pessimistic in that. Reflecting this stern value
set, their campus is carbon-positive already, it is designed around pedestrian life and cars are
only used to drive into town. They offer degrees in management but also sustainable living and
regenerative agriculture, all from a “consciousness-based education” model (Maharishi School of
Management webpage). They claim the first fully organic/vegan college food service menu and
coordinate with regional businesses to provide high-quality sustainably produced foods while
helping local farmers avoid the heavy costs of state/national organic certifications, a policy with
direct economic benefits to their community.
More locally, Marlboro College recently finished a multi-year process of establishing
more than 130 acres of their land as an ecological reserve (Marlboro College News, 2017). It was
one of many possible outcomes when students and administration started discussing the future of
their land, their finances and their history of logging the far end of their acreage - a practice that
stopped with this decision. Aside from that major change, Marlboro has very similar policies to
the other institutions mentioned here, SIT included: student-led sustainability groups, gestural
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composting and food waste efforts, solar panels on campus although not enough for energy
independence, and the promise of doing more. Marlboro and SIT Graduate Institute share
collaborative programming and many of the same values as neighboring institutions of higher
learning. It only makes sense that the two institutions continue to engage with each other and
like-minded universities as they innovate solutions to the question of maintaining fiscal and
environmental stability for our society at large.
But perhaps the best example here is Bard College. Based in upstate New York, Bard
now ranks third in the nation for sustainably sourced campus dining through the Real Food
Challenge, a national student-founded and lead initiative to realize food sustainability on their
campuses. Through their educational programming, they produce 20,000 pounds of food every
year, donating more than half to local NGOs after providing for their own on-site needs. The
school garden is a practice site for their programming and their kitchens become community
centers as students cook for each other with food they grew themselves. Bard college supports,
invests in, and advertises these efforts, but also reaps the rewards of increased engagement,
online presence through posts and media creation. The Bard College farm started in 2012 and is
now in its 7th season. SIT’s last garden project was initiated in 2010, preceding Bard’s
multi-acre farm by two years: the timelines of the two institutions tell a narrative that we could
learn from.
Sustainability Timelines compared
Bard College
2009
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eco-programming
● Starts Climate Commission
● Starts energy coordinator

eco-programming
● Community-wide support for
SIT farm

position

2010

● Sustainability Council formed

● Opens 2-acre student-led farm

● Bard’s Climate Action Plan

● SIT farm selling produce

released

on-campus

● Solar thermal systems installed

2011

● Bard earns a Silver Award from
STARS

● Closes farm, signs with Sodexo
● Loss of students and faculty

● Carshare arrives on campus
2012

● Bard Farm opens
● Builds relationships with NGOs

2013

● Single stream recycling begins
● 280kW Solar Array project

2014

● Projects in Green Infrastructure
● Top Ten in Campus
Conservation Nationals
● 20% success in Real Food
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initiatives

● Student-led Green-Up
initiatives

● Student-led Green-Up
initiatives; this included leading
efforts on a divestment
campaign
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Challenge, 5 years ahead of
schedule

2015

● Gold rating from STARS
● Purchase of Renewable Energy
Credits offsetting 20% energy
costs
● 14 geothermal buildings on

● Hay-bale structure project
ended due to local fire codes

● Student-led Green-Up
initiatives
● Students started Real Food
Challenge Campaign on
campus, found 1-9% success

campus
2016

● Bard purchases 380-acre Estate
● NYSERDA Energy to Lead
Micro Hydropower Award
● Goats begin mowing Blithwood

2017

● Hiring of Supervisor of Food &
Agricultural Programs
● New Bard Master Plan includes

● Student-led Green-Up
initiatives
● Renewed efforts for two-stage
Recycling, composting

● New Solar development
● New off-campus programs
● Mothballed more of VT campus

Sustainability
2018

● Distinction - Second Nature
● Energy Master Plan
● Clean Air New York Campus
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● Bard EPA Green Power Partner

● Proposed Sustainability Plan

Development plans take time, not only because of investment cycles and institutional inertia, but
also because that’s the nature of this kind of work: ecosystems and cultural attitudes change with
time and work. SIT/WL is still a competitor for sustainability, but if we learn from our past as an
institution of higher learning, we could emerge as a global leader during this nascent period of
exponential growth for the field.

An experience in uns ustainability
While the central role of educational institutions in sustainability education has long been
established, there are several structural limitations to the traditional university structure in this
work. Each of these limitations are characteristics endemic to institutional education, common
foils to real progress that have hindered our collective ability to create a better world. Finances,
budgetary concerns, and a general corporatization of higher learning have been central criteria
for policy shifts; though sometimes tight budgets have led to sustainable innovation they more
frequently lead to an abandonment of institutional values (Velazquez, 2005).
Another issue is the structuring and operations of traditional higher learning, which value
rhetorical values statements with no measurable indicators: in discussing top-down initiatives
towards sustainability in higher education institutions, Grindsted (2012) points out that
“...declarations specify neither targets nor standards, nor do they precisely define what is meant
by sustainable campus operations.” A third issue that appears frequently in the literature is the
discord between administration and student body, that universal curse of the institution teaching
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theories more advanced than its own practices and thus failing to adapt to the changes they
would train their students to understand, such as sincere green design, divestment, radical
policies or shared leadership (Elliot & Wright, 2013). Structurally related to this, colleges also
follow fiscal and organizational models taken from the world of mainstream corporate
economics that don’t functionally incorporate natural and social capital. An ecological
framework would structurally repair some of this, as the horizontal, responsive adaptation central
to permaculture would incorporate more awareness of natural and social services into the
administrative discourse, which as explained below might have been useful in SIT’s recent past.
What Food sovereignty and sustainability are could also be defined by what they are not;
and that we have an example of in what was happening at SIT when I got here in fall of 2016.
The following section is a narrative of SIT’s campus sustainability efforts, as understood through
a combination of published and personal accounts of the students and workers, community
members and faculty of SIT and World Learning. Outlining what has happened is required to
understand the applicable context of these efforts and what systemic factors have historically
affected them.
There are, of course, potential limitations to this narrative. Some details might have been
missed by virtue of the selection of people who contributed to this narrative not only their
knowledge, but also their personal opinions attached to it. While other, more official narratives
might represent events differently, however, this narrative carries the truth of being a largely
shared perception of SIT’s values as shown through actions - and inactions.
As an institution SIT suffers from a very specific structural limitation: students are all
together on campus for an impactful, but brief, number of weeks or months. That makes
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institutional memory pragmatically the responsibility of administration and faculty. SIT employs
some community members part-time as a semi-formal living library of SIT’s history. The alumni
network of previous cohorts also helped to fill in the story over time, along with anecdotes from
professors and employees: SIT was farming, and very successfully, until quite recently. Other
information filtered in over our time on campus: old capstone projects, informal interviews with
community leaders, and what institutional memory we do have (obrigado, Alvino) telling a story
of a successful and hugely popular farm project, and what happened to it.
It’s been a tumultuous time for liberal arts colleges. SIT went through sweeping changes
between 2006 and 2012. This was, of course, to be expected, as those were the same years that
saw, at the national scale, the dramas of the 2008 crash and the Occupy protests. Both nationally
and at SIT, the narrative is one of shortsighted economic decisions, followed by financial worries
and a lapse in social trust. In 2010, SIT was running a productive two-acre farm on the lower part
of campus, nearby a small pond. With the school facing financial concerns caused partly and
unavoidably by the 2008 crisis, one or more high-ranking individuals made the call to bring in
Sodexo under corporate contract to provide food and facilities management. Sodexo taking over
facilities management also meant the end of support for the 2-acre organic farm the community
had invested in. Neither would Sodexo buy produce from the small farm, for corporate insurance
policy reasons. This decision was not supported by the community, but stakeholders like the
student, faculty, and facilities crew were not made a part of the process in any real way. It
resulted in strikes, walkouts, resignations, dropouts, the loss of the farm project, and damage to
institutional reputation that echoes even through current cohorts through word of mouth,
organizational culture and interdepartmental trust. SIT went from an average enrollment of ~150
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students each year down to a third of that by 2013
(https://datausa.io/profile/university/sit-graduate-institute/#enrollment). Over the same period,
national private university enrollment only fell by about 6% from 5.9 to 5.5 million students
(https://www.statista.com/statistics/183995/us-college-enrollment-and-projections-in-public-andprivate-institutions/).
Sodexo is one of the world’s largest corporations, a supplier of “quality of life services”
that operates internationally and provides food and facilities management services to a variety of
institutions, including hundreds of prisons. If you go to Glassdoor.com and look up employee
reviews of Sodexo, you’ll find the highest rated one is titled: "Truly EVIL Corporate Monsters".
It’s globally worth around 20 billion dollars, controlling entire sectors of its service and supply
chains through top-down shipping and warehousing. It also made headlines for feeding “beef”
made from horse meat to U.K. students in 2013 (web article: The Prison Industry on Your
Campus). SIT students are often in favor of prison abolition and often eat vegetarian, kosher, or
halal due to the high international student population. More recently, Sodexo has been exploring
mandatory fingerprinting for school lunches, a chilling prospect under the current context of ICE
raids in schools and businesses. Sodexo is clearly at odds with our institutional values of
sustainability and social justice, yet SIT saw fit to give the corporation thousands of dollars per
student per year, for students to be fed hopefully not horse meat from a corporation profiting
billions off of incarceration. Through Sodexo, we went in a single year from eating fresh, on-site
produce to receiving the majority of our calories from warehoused food delivered by a Sodexo
supply truck. In response to unending student criticisms, SIT’s Sodexo services at least partly
used local dairy products -after a long process of dissent and complaints, and Sodexo utterly
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failing the Real Food Challenge assessment. Other than these demanded accomodations it was
the same processed food-products from the same warehouses that one would eat at Arizona State
University or Bronzefield, a U.K. juvenile detention institution.
What Sodexo’s introduction uprooted was a highly effective iteration of the SIT garden.
Sodexo flatly refused to buy food produced on site, and also managed all food operations on
campus effectively cutting off the SIT garden project from its own community. In addition to
cultivating a large area of land and providing a sizeable portion of seasonal food consumption,
the garden was attended and supported by faculty, grounds crew, students and alumni: exactly
the kind of community space that helps institutions flourish. Participants from that garden project
are still active in the field and founded local nonprofits based on the expertise they developed on
campus, such as (Brattleboro Food Connects): the community benefits from these nonprofits to
this day, though SIT does not. Meanwhile, efforts on behalf of students to move beyond token
participation in sustainability on campus were essentially nullified by lack of institutional
support, outdated fire coding not allowing for new innovations like an attempted hay bale
structure, and by Sodexo’s maintenance policies, much to the chagrin of ten years’ worth of SD
cohorts.
But another concern was shared among students and alumni: not only was the food awful,
but as an institution, we were underutilizing the campus. Grass fields and annual beds in what
was once a productive farm with a variety of growing environments, three streams and a pond.
Barns and fields that once were cultivated. With the acres of historically rich agricultural land
literally sitting there dormant The consensus was that we should be practicing what we’ve spent
60 years training people to preach.
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Green Up, the SIT Student Association (SITSA), and various individual course-related
research projects all focused on these issues, and my cohort responded with a food donation
program, recycling trainings, and a continued dialogue on the topic that quickly reached the new
administration. Students built research and evaluation projects around Sodexo’s impact on
campus, and it was a frequent point of discussion SD courses. By that time the students had
taken various actions throughout the year including participation in the D.C. Climate March, but
the announcement that SIT would be ending its ten-year relationship with Sodexo definitely felt
like our biggest success (though the real reason was simply that SIT could no longer afford the
contract after the consistent losses in enrollment). The same season, SIT students saw the
possibility of recovering from a decade of lost progress in the fields of sustainability, ecology
and regenerative design, and SITSA and Green Up members began the process that would result
in the 2018 SIT Community Garden.
The process started with the end of Sodexo’s land management contract: new solar panels
went up within the year, along with a concurrent research project into solar/agricultural hybrid
design. Green-up members and like-minded students had our own ideas though, and with the
guidance and support of SITSA, members and peers wrote a program budget of $18,000 for a
community garden for SIT. This was possible thanks to a yearly grant, managed by SITSA,
funded by the Lessenco fund. The fund was established in honor of the late Susan Lessenco, a
SIT alumna, by her family, and has been used year after year by SIT students to work towards
our common values of community, education, and sustainability.
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SIT 2018 Community Garden
This new iteration of the SIT Community Garden had a successful first season (see
appendices for details on garden goals, outcomes and design tools), with participants and pounds
of produce both in the hundreds. We built more than a dozen garden beds spread curvilinearly
across the top of Bliss Hill, an aptly named part of campus sitting between Rudyard Kipling’s
old farmhouse and a solar panel array co-planted with sustainable agricultural production that we
helped plant. Planted in the first season were dozens of heirloom flowers, tomatoes, onions,
garlic, peas, greens, mints, herbs, squash, and countless more, all arrayed thoughtfully in a
community-inclusive manner that encourages foraging for the humans and cooperative growth
cycles for the plants. The garden was partly blueprinted months ahead of time, partly planted by
local children, partly designed according to the exactly measured contours of the hill, and partly
by where plants seemed to do best. We asked SIT stakeholders for input at every step, especially
we interfaced with foodservice and facilities for synergistic and effective partnerships. We
interviewed and were inspired by community leaders across the area, building and rediscovering
what had been done before. Now that all the equipment and infrastructure, garden beds, program
design and experiential lesson plans have all been established, it would be a shame to let such
invested resources go unused. The project is now looking to expand to become a permanent,
sensible addition to World Learning’s programs, such as those related to climate change,
sustainability, development, international education and NGO training. SIT is undergoing major
transitions include opening new programs, and we have the opportunity to design programs
smarter, with short-term independent but highly synergistic program options. This seasonal
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garden is a low-overhead venue for building intra- and extra-institutional engagement in
Sustainable Development. Much like the Graduate School’s Peacebuilding & Conflict
Transformation Department synergises well with the renowned CONTACT program, the SIT
Community Garden can blossom (forgive the pun) into a functional and appealing add-on for
sustainability/ecology/climate change oriented programs. A star example is the one currently
enrolled full-year SIT graduate program: Climate Change and Global Sustainability. SIT can
offer multi-scale training in Sustainable Development experientially from our unique and
biodiverse campus through praxis permaculture, agroecology, silviculture and responsible land
management. Step one was letting us start gardening, and step two is outlined in the following
pages.
Operations
The operations of the proposed project would be similar to what the role of that of a
sustainability coordinator would entail: enfolding gardening and other related extant practices
into a larger context, managing documentation for research and reporting for accountability,
reporting and expanding efforts towards across the institution. These proposed sustainability
practices will over time decrease food, maintenance, and energy costs on campus, without
negatively impacting normal operations of any other department. Foods by directly providing
on-site produce, maintenance by incorporating regenerative multi-use practices with traditional
practices. Energy costs are a larger conversation, facilitated effectively from the framework of
ecology/permaculture that leads us towards closing energy and waste cycles and continuing in
energy-smart renovations, as well as exploring research funding for continued green energy
technology, building on the mixed-use solar agricultural field already established. Most of this
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has already been done to some extent or another, with SIT boasting a lively if intermittent
enriching of our soils through on-site composting and mulch. garden functioning / daily
practices. Like with so many other examples here, this would simply be growing into what we
already do well.
This past season we gave away the foods produced by the garden not utilized by the
kitchen to helpers and community members.This approach has several advantages over the more
traditional production-for-sale model used by many small farmers. We have increased livability
on campus, helped maintain a community hub through El Cafe, marginally reduced produce
costs for some community members and created fond memories across our local faculty,
administrative and alumni networks. By comparison, efforts to sell the same produce would have
brought negligible profits while consuming disproportionate hours better spent digging, weeding,
engaging and researching. Since capitalist exchange is historically ineffective for small farming
operations, it is best to instead send the produce where it can be best utilized: our kitchens and
the hands of community members.
Actually, the prioritization on production of fruits and vegetables over the health of
involved systems both human and ecological is a central attitudinal problem that needs to be
addressed before our society can reach sustainability. For these and other reasons, my
co-manager and I focused instead on long-term soil health, building a pollinator-friendly area of
mixed native and non-native flowers, trees, and perennials that could over time emulate the
forests that might have been here before the columbian exchange. This was of course
experimental, as will be most of the permaculture projects we host. And the point is in fact to
provide an educational context for building, through experiential learning, the practical
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knowledge for our students to become leaders in sustainability and ecologically responsive
development, if not also permaculture. Permaculture as expressed by Michael Phillips or other
classic authors doesn’t have to be the goal or framework of every project: but if at the SIT CG
we establish practices based on this type of work, we’ll be able to host a wider variety of
example growing conditions and agricultural techniques than almost any competing school. This
is thanks to the variety of hills, fields, creeks and forest types that we have on our property: we
have the room for silviculture, hugelkultur, and wildcraft projects on campus, along with more
traditional irrigated and terraced plots. And because of our fortunate placement in Vermont, we
also have access to local experts in these techniques waiting to help us flourish.
And we’ve already started taking advantage of these local resources. We collaborated
with parallel programs sharing knowledge and efforts with the Solar/Agro hybrid experiment,
SIT summer program participants and employees, Brattleboro Boys and Girls Club, and the SIT
community which already has decades of collective experience, from gardening through
homesteading. In each of these groups there were experts at various levels of development, all of
whom contributed knowledge to our garden in the first year. The same way different plants grow
better next to each other than apart, the garden benefitted from the confluence of ideas, positively
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impacting our professional development as co-managers of that garden.

Gardening Praxis
Farming is famously hard work. However there is always some promise in advancement
of techniques, adaptation to circumstance and technological innovation. Farm schools are where
these techniques are developed further. Permaculture is one forefront of agroecological sciences,
and within the theories of permaculture is a concept of gardening in which the ecology
reproduces itself and also extra produce for humans with minimal direct human interference
(Fukuoka, 1978). Claims have been made concerning the ancient forest-gardens of the
Indigenous Americans and the highly arable farmland surrounding ancient Indus Valley
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Civilizations (Nichols, 2018) (Wub-e-Ke-nieu, 1995). Places where a combination of fortuitous
land and hydrodynamic qualities created an optimal ecology or by human interference in those
waterways, one was created (Jarrige & Meadow, 1980). More recently, innovators like Fukuoka
have suggested hybrid techniques combining modern technology and ancient practices. These
may be a cause for some optimism, and at least in the example of Fukuoka's no-dig gardening
technique, we found it highly effective and an ideal experimental counterpoint to the traditional
French double digging method. French double digging is a Western technique highly trusted by
the majority of small-scale farmers, but it requires extensive physical labor for every growth
cycle and it's disruptive to topsoil ecosystems of insects, fungi, and indigenous perennials. The
trade-off is that it reduces the amount of required weeding while also granting more control over
the chemical and nutrient content of the soil. Fukuoka however argues that by planting the right
plants, thus providing the correct initial conditions, and simply tending to the overgrowth, plants
are managed by balancing themselves with the growth of others around them. This achieves a
type of self-managed ecosystem but with higher productivity, less intrusion and less work than a
traditional dug, weeded, and transplanted bed.
Nevertheless we experimented with several different types of beds, approaches to
digging, weeding and irrigation. Freedom from demand for production allowed us to actually
experiment and to develop as practitioners, finding what is the most effective for that specific
garden, in that specific context. This is a type of approach demanded by the permaculture
writings that we've come across. Simply put, every field, every ecosystem is its own unique
circumstance. The same way in some lenses of social justice we try to humanistically approach
each situation as its own unique context, in permaculture it is argued that to arrive at optimal
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condition for each individual biosphere for each region and for each individual bed, an approach
responsive to that particular context will be needed. This is of course still a heuristic approach
due to the limitations that we face: ecosystems are immensely complex systems having more
factors than we really know how to observe, let alone process. Instead of quantified analysis, the
literature calls for a lived experience with the garden, for cycles of experimentation and
reflection on results after each season. For these and other reasons, the experiential approach of
SIT actually makes an ideal praxis for Ecological Education.
Ecology is a type of research that literally never ends: if there’s a mind to ask a research
question there’s an ecology that created that mind. It’s like economics, if economics also
included all the supra-human events and properties the economy happened in. But while
ever-evolving, ecology is simultaneously more accessible, more real than many other biological
sciences: learners of any age and background can learn it directly through experience. And that's
the real strength of this proposal; the bulk of the knowledge base will actually be built by the
community itself living and working in this permaculture context that we provide. Experiential
education in ecology through permaculture. When community members can participate at
varying levels but share their results, knowledge, and experiences across a larger context: that's
when we’ve begun cultivating a community through the land, rather than cultivating a
community and also occasionally cultivating some land.
Educational Praxis
And that is exactly the type of fundamental change in relationships that we need move
from where we are now, to sustainable education. Experiential education to address the
attitudinal, behavioral, and structural limitations preventing sustainable living or development. In
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practice this means changing people's expectations and relationships with food: people opening
up to new and different fruits and vegetables, people making small lifestyle shifts that over time
amount to huge changes, advocating for policies based on holistic and informed knowledge of
impacts instead of on capital, and placing these and other development inquiries into the larger
framework of the collective ecosystem that we have to manage. We have to offer and engage
with all of these levels of participation to be able to say that we're teaching sustainability from an
experiential foundation. It’s more than just NGO fiscal development.
Student-led learning has always been a goal for me as a professional educator, and
workshops offered at the SIT Community Garden have thus been influenced by the ideals of
Pedagogy of the Oppressed, using question-posing and discussion of lived experiences naturally
lead groups to a better appreciation of various aspects of plants and ecology. Kolb’s writings,
specifically the book Changing Human Behavior were also useful, both in terms of educational
praxis and in developing as a practitioner in the field. Both Jack and I noticed how our diets and
tastes changed because of the farming experience, and our education backgrounds have been
critical for voicing, analysing, and replicating lessons learned from the experience.

A new plan for growth
In short form, the SD faculty and part-time permaculture worker/work-study
student/americorps member collaboratively would build on extant curriculum to accomplish
permaculture goals, including the maintenance of an experiential ecological education space,
food production for SIT and community members, improved resilience and engagement with the
larger community. Curriculum, including traditional agricultural training and permaculture
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techniques, where practiced will account for the majority of the agricultural maintenance
throughout each season, while also providing a valuable job training service that can be offered
through partnership with local community and nonprofit NGOs. SIT has formally or informally
offered community-garden-style plots for community members to garden for more than a decade.
We are already hosting a Solar Garden. Every year SIT students around the globe collaborate on
sustainability initiatives, propelling our alumni to the avant guard of the field to this day.
When combined with a larger process towards a sustainable campus and less energy
waste, SIT’s Vermont campus can eventually become competitive with sustainable design
programs already offered around the world. If we were to offer housing with the ample buildings
on campus, we could also become competitive in attracting graduate researchers, WWOOF-style
short-term residential participants and regional or global scholars on permaculture, silviculture,
sustainable campuses and eventually, green architecture, directly impacting regional
development goals as described by the Brattleboro Ecovation Hub. When we combine and
organize various efforts like that with our praxis of experiential education, we have the potential
to radically increase the value gained from/by its stakeholders: this campus, SIT/WL, and the
community.
Year one
2018, by any measure a year of change for SIT, saw several exciting new opportunities
arise even as programs buildings and services closed down. Solar, gardening, new international
degree programs, new faculty. For our part, SIT was actually growing. In fact, this was the first
intentional growth in a decade for the institution. We cultivated plants, but also the community’s
relationship with those plants. We created an environmental learning space, but also reflected on
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how the space changed us as educators. We crafted curriculum and program designs for garden
activities. We researched thoroughly the techniques and challenges of sustainable agriculture.
We made literal bucketloads of tomatillos, but mainly: we brought hundreds of stakeholders
together in a shared space that represents a shared vision for the future.
Year two
For 2019, the second year idea is to fill into the needs of community stakeholders while
maintaining restorative management. Conversations started with community leaders in the first
year could flourish into functional bilateral relationships with local organizations like Root SJC,
Groundworks, Food Connects, Brattleboro Retreat and the various CSAs like New Leaf (up the
street from the SIT campus), so that the land can be shared, cultivated and enriched into a living
permaculture practice for area residents. May graduation will for a second year feature an
optional tree planting ceremony, this year in memoriam of Katie Hodgson, breaking in the
garden for another year of sustainable agroecology programming. We have money budgeted for
installing hive boxes installed to support local bumblebees, closing the pollination cycle begun
last summer with the blueberry bushes planted by WL Youth Programs participants. SIT can
look into opening mini lots of land in a central location for accessible use by the community
members- as has been informally practiced through the years- now with organization and
documentation to cultivate not only regenerative land use, but knowledge sharing and
educational opportunities that fit the values and educational praxis of our institution. We could
coordinate with Time Trade, a local NGO that uses exchange of work hours as an alternative
currency system to engage across the community, further minimizing labor costs while
encouraging cross institutional engagement. We’ll also continue collecting media we can use to
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build awareness of this real contribution that Brattleboro will continue to feel season after
season. This fundamentally manifests SIT values of Community Engagement and Sustainability
at an absolute minimum of costs.
Year three
Reaching out across the SIT campuses, bridging work and sharing ideas across SIT
programs and building a global eco-knowledge base over time through documentation and
networking of sustainability projects across SIT. This is an opportunity for different participants
from study abroad, regional field campuses and the graduate programs to all interface together
through sharing their own experiential projects. Because so much of the work of building
sustainable infrastructure in the world falls to people we serve or train others to serve, SIT/WL is
in a unique position to benefit from the just dissemination of the collective functional knowledge
of all these stakeholders. Creating spaces for commonly accessible ‘best practice’ documents and
educational materials to enrich regional campuses, while growing SIT Vermont’s permaculture
practices will help bring us to competitive parity with other global management/sustainability
offerings. Having established reliable long-term land management policy, SD department and
Sustainability coordinator strive to host or provide venues and connections for global projects in
sustainability research, especially in southern VT area and in conjunction with main goals of
Ecovation Hub.
Year four
After having established SIT as a global leader in experiential agroecology and
permaculture, another step we can take is experimenting in biotecture or at least ecologically
designed buildings including demonstrations of passive solar design, earth birming and
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alternative building materials including hay-bale (already started), earthbags, and recycled
materials insulation. If we were to couple an active permaculture campus with ecologically
sound new greenhouses or even dormitories, we could then start to think about calling ourselves
an educational eco-village, not just a liberal arts campus. Other more achievable goal would be
WL signing a land use contract or ecological preserve contract or some type of commonly
agreed-upon trust for the long term use of the land. Another would be bringing both campuses to
carbon neutral with a goal of offsetting carbon at DC campus as well by organic sequestration - a
process that also enriches the land for long-term high-yield agricultural use. At the absolute bare
minimum SIT could ascribe to higher STARS compliance through AASHE and have a
assessment to see what the payout would be for a easement with the VT land trust.
(See appendices for list of synergistic accountability models / coalitions).
Year five
International projects in green design at VT and partner sites, permaculture gardens
sharing knowledge media and resources across half a dozen countries, and the integration of
sustainable land use and Permaculture praxis-based programming with sustainability, global
leadership, development, and summer programming. SIT is starting to climb the ranks of
sustainable campuses again, but now with competitive online/low-residency/study abroad-style
grad programs largely built around the social and natural capital built by previous student-led
projects. This furthers the feedback cycle (remember those from the intro) of SIT/WL building a
rich and uniquely global knowledge base from researching and experimenting how to improve
on what we’d already done: the learning community itself becomes internally sustainable, as a
critical mass of continuous interest stabilizes SIT enrollment while critically increasing
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engagement across WL network.
At this point, SIT will be doing its part to bring about the systemic changes in food,
education, development and empowerment called for by the IPCC/NCE/UN/SRC et cetera as
needed to avoid catastrophic impacts severe climate change, destabilization and wide-scale
societal collapse within your lifetime. Instead, the earth begins healing thanks positively
impacting trends in development, education and sustainability with SIT firmly established as a
global leader in intercampus collaboration, online education and experiential education praxis.
Also campus overhead costs could be essentially halved, so there’s that, too.
Hopefully we can as stakeholders agree on a shared vision for the future. If SIT as an
institution acts on the lessons from the past fifteen years, then there’s no reason to think the
school can’t last. The significance of the opportunity here is that what’s ecologically responsible
and locally engaging is also one of the cheapest possible routes for developing from where we
are. Because we don’t currently have a viable business model, because we have a narrative that
makes it seem like mainstream business logic stunted and nearly killed SIT, because we have the
chance here to find and demonstrate what not only works, but what can at a larger scale
fundamentally flip the concepts of development and industry that have almost certainly doomed
our society to runaway climate collapse. This is the SIT-level version of what is being called for
across the world at successful universities (Udas & Wolk, 2018) and across related industries;
the 7-9 trillion dollars that, if wisely invested in sustainable development and infrastructure over
the next few years, could mitigate the worst threats of climate change. The facts of what the
garden did for SIT and could do in the future, the promise of a place among the sustainability
leaders, Leading in the nascent sustainable global economy. The ridiculously low cost of
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investment compared with long-term returns: these are the obvious, local examples of the global
decision we all are making together. And every surviving institution will be dealing with the
repercussions of that decision.
I don’t know how to phrase this other than:
“don’t decide to passively kill us all out of laziness and lack of vision, please”
But a colleague commented on the above line, saying:
“I don't think it's laziness, I think it is an abandonment of principles in response to
financial crisis, which is ultimately making more stressful work for people, not less work. It’s
energy that could be better spent creatively, not restrictively.” -SIT CG participant

Key benefits/programs/stakeholders
The SIT 2018 CG brought hundreds of people to the garden through education and
community engagement programs, contributing content for SIT and local NGOs, mutually
enriching both programs while saving them thousands of dollars in programming hours. Youth
Programs alone, for example, benefitted from dozens of hours of free programming, while
empowering program participants to self-design impactful climate change projects, enriching our
garden project as well.
Incorporating the multifunctional applicability of a sustainable campus would reveal
many small contributions to various current departments, working as a general trend to the larger
goal of SMART carbon and campus sustainability goals. This would be a fundamental change
from the rhetorical and easily ignored “values” framework (Grindsted, 2012) towards
accountability, while also providing a platform for student and community research . SIT can
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seek out proposals for projects that contribute to the natural capital of the land, to the experiential
learning content of WL summer programming, or to the eco-agricultural knowledge base being
concurrently built. This process has already started with the dual-use agro-solar project, but it
and projects like it need more support to reach their full potential. Support isn’t always financial:
cross-departmental engagement could allow us to plan gardens and permacultural beds across the
campus to decrease costs and increase value. Maintenance costs related to mowing, transplanting
and purchasing seasonable ornamentals can all be essentially replaced with ecologically
responsible management options like seasonal grazing, greenhouse and nursery projects,
respectively. Likewise, food production will only increase as long-term soil enrichment,
perennial co-planting and closed-loop energy management practices are adopted.
In the modern advertising world, posts are money. The 2018 CG produced food, but also
experiences both educational and informal. These experiences resulted in photos, video, social
media posts and blog mentions that all contribute to SIT/WL online presence and available
advertising media. The 2019 CG will continue this work adding new photo and video media
through the season, helping engagement across the SIT community. Future projects for the
sustainability initiative would include demo videos from the garden, recruitment media, and the
building of an online body of knowledge shared across SIT campuses and programs, working
towards a meaningful online network for sustainability praxis.
Representation and online presence are also important factors for SIT that can be directly
impacted by this multifunctional approach to incorporating sustainability. With even minimal
participation across the SIT employee community, the 2018 CG still showed on WL blogs, on
Facebook and Instagram, drew hundreds of people to the site who produced and shared dozens
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more. With more intentional collaboration across community and alumni engagement offices,
student services and youth programs, more of this media could become internally available to
SIT/WL for recruitment and advertising - contributing a significant and quantifiable service
valued in the thousands and tens of thousands when done through media contracts and
consultants. Spend a tiny portion of that money on creating content, and you’re enriching both
advertising and programming while investing in on-site natural services - a literal triple win.
Another major cross-departmental enrichment is the creation of community-accessible
experiential learning space. We have maple trees on campus already. Situated in intentional
silviculture, these trees become an asset: a globally unique cultivation technique predating
European society that guests can experience as part of larger sustainability programming. Once
we’ve established functional permaculture on SIT campus, we can host more events and
attract/rent experiential trainers in sustainability, building on SIT’s relationship with the regional
Slow Food / Slow Living movement. Reaching out to our values in social justice, SIT could host
trainings with food justice/sustainability NGOs working in the black community (like Soulfire
Farm, which already teaches permaculture regionally), as well as the indigenous (Pine Ridge
North Dakota actively trains permaculture as well - we could send students, host workshops, and
collaborate to host speakers) and migrant worker communities (La Via Campesina and HEAL
Food Alliance already do the work, could use more hosts and partners in the northeast) that are
most vulnerable. Building up each of those relationships would guarantee SIT’s educational
enrichment in functional permaculture praxis while helping build the cross-institutional networks
needed to bring about the real social paradigm shift required to avoid global collapse.
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For the local community, this new direction would mean SIT becoming a bit of a
agricultural community/job training center, providing several new opportunities to locals:
Creating low-skilled farm worker internships providing work skills to locals, setting up work and
land sharing practices with local Community Supported Agriculture groups - enhancing their
capacity while benefiting from local expertise, reintroduction of community farm plots, hiring
local community to help with greenhouse and beehive construction, reconnecting with local
horticulturalists to bring back seasonal grazing on SIT campus, to name a few options available
to us. Each of these local tie-ins will improve SIT’s visibility and engagement while enriching
sustainability programming at marginal to no extra costs.
From an ecological perspective, SIT is already somewhat of a winner, just because of
how little land is developed. A conservation easement (a type of land use contract) through the
Vermont land trust would make high amounts of liquid capital available for SIT/WL to reinvest
into new programming and long-term natural services. For SIT to be trustworthy in planning
long-term sustainability, nothing short of a financial agreement on the future use of the land will
do. Thus the short-term financial reward and the long-term benefits both fit a sustainable future
for SIT. As the New Climate Economy points out: green investment is prudent investment.
Once SIT has arrived at an internally accountable natural management process, either
through easement or a variant conservation initiative, then the real work can begin. Much of the
campus is peat and wetland forest - ideal environments for experimenting with carbon
sequestration, on-site soil enrichment, and non-disruptive irrigation. Rebuilding native forest
habitat has been the goal from the outset of the 2018 garden, and SIT can over the next 5 years
become a model site for indigenous ecosystem restoration - a critical skill needed globally that
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maximizes the resilience of natural processes. We found success attracting and supporting local
pollinator populations, another key global eco-agricultural process that has been catastrophically
disrupted by global industrial practice. When we create spaces to facilitate research in these
projects, it creates semi-permanent natural capital that we can offer to researchers in
sustainability, affording more opportunities for students and increasing the frequency of
externally-funded research/enrichment programs that all add to our total collective natural
capital. SIT does not have the endowments to compete in top-tier ecological research, but it
could have the facilities.
Creating opportunities for locals and more resources for students also directly contributes
to SIT sustainability efforts by decreasing the number of paid work hours required to keep the
farm going. Student work-study, volunteer internships, and internally funded projects all
contribute. If SIT allows, we could also offer work-trade for housing, modeled on the famously
successful WWOOF model used globally for decades. But most critically, SIT has opportunities
as an education NGO to take advantage of national programming in both agriculture and
outreach. There are federally available grants covering the construction costs of new
greenhouses, and the Americorps program could provide us with a professional skilled worker
for a fraction of the normal salary cost. That would work ideally to provide adequate
compensation to Community Garden program positions, local engagement and job training, if
not to provide the financial backing for a wider Sustainability Coordinator position.
SIT and World Learning can benefit from various green technologies, and this way could
do them as student-led projects over time - with only marginal and occasional direct investment.
SIT has already made great advancements in heating with Sandanona/Rotch renovations, and
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over time the buildings due for renovation can take advantage of passive solar, geothermal, earth
berming, wind, water catchment, and regenerative ecological design concepts. Major capital for
larger projects would be through trust, easement or other such land-based financing. One new
cost would be if SIT chose to create the Sustainability Coordinator (SC) position, but that would
be easily offset by the aforementioned measurables towards improved presence, praxis and
enrollment for WL programming.
The Sustainability Coordinator would fill the primary role of interdepartmental dialogues
incorporating past lessons and best practices, working closely with both administration and
maintenance. Another key goal is incorporating, facilitating, and researching funding
opportunities for student-led sustainability and ecology projects, directly providing the most
critical type of support not already provided by SIT. These efforts can be digitally extended to
other campuses, creating a collective resource pool for program participants, graduate students,
community agroecology researchers and faculty to draw from and contribute to. Examples of this
type of collective resource library include SRC’s Resilience Alliance (resalliance.org) that has
been integral in the global development of scientific climate modeling, the AASHE Campus
Sustainability Hub (hub.aashe.org), and SIT’s own library of capstone papers and planned or
applied projects. Building a repository of specific climate and sustainability-related knowledge
would be a timely, immediately useful investment: these are among the core skills that are
needed globally. If humanity as a whole does invest that critical, unavoidable seven trillion
dollars of new green infrastructure over the next twelve years, it’s going to be SIT alumni doing
that work. We could at least give them the best available tools to share emergent trends in
development.
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One mistake from the past was trying to utilize and value food production through sales.
Don’t sell the produce: give the produce away and sell Permaculture training. Every farm sells
produce, even though trying to work in or compete directly with the mainstream food systems is
often brutally ineffective for small farms. Produce is a demonstration of some of the benefits of
sustainable agriculture. The product to sell is food autonomy. Nobody sells that; everyone could
use it. We can teach it; but only if we can demonstrate it in practice. SIT is synonymous with
experiential learning. If sustainability is to be taught here, it needs to be a part of the experience
of this campus.
Expected outcomes
The most obvious outcome of continued growth in sustainability praxis for SIT would be
increased food production, ecosystem restoration, and community engagement as already begun
by the 2018 CG and proposed in the 2019 CG, both supported entirely by student-managed
funds. With continued support and collaboration with SIT low-res and summer programs, local
NGOs and the maintenance department the 2019 CG will build on previous work, offering
concrete, saleable training in sustainable agriculture through experiential on-site practice.
Whether that then grows into its own summer residency program, certification, local job training
internship, all, or none of those, depends on real support and engagement for SD programming and sustainability in general - from the board and administration of SIT/WL. It could remain a
garden, or become a practice site for radical, literally world-saving development praxis.
To conjecture optimistically though, just in case this world is collectively deemed worth
saving, the future for a sustainability-practicing SIT looks much like a demonstration site for all
five of the key changes called for by the Stockholm Resilience Center to avoid societal collapse.
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1. Renewable energy growth, exponentially increasing over the next decade:
This is addressed directly by SIT continuing on its trajectory of research and collaboration in
green energy systems and efficient heating & cooling. Incorporating more wind and solar,
moving to 100% renewables by 2030 should be feasible, sooner if financed via easement.
2. Sustainable food production, especially local and autonomous:
100% local food with 60-90% on-site produce would be easily achievable for SIT VT campus
due to the high land area and low student population. Other colleges with more students would
have difficulty reaching comparable goals, giving SIT a natural advantage useful to advertising.
WL also maintains competitiveness as employer due to increased quality of life on campus.
3. New development models, based on what has worked globally:
Looking to examples of functional leapfrogging of technologies and financial models, SIT with
its unique relationship to global development can benefit strongly here from its network of
on-site local practitioners. Increased collaboration across programs and campuses will be key.
Permaculture contributes a great deal here, not only as design theory for agriculture but as an
eco-sociological values framework that incorporates natural, social, and financial capital.
4. Reduction of wealth inequity:
By collaborating with key NGOs SIT will provide local vocational training in sustainable
agriculture, a locally applicable and empowering trade. Partnerships with groups like Growing
Power, Soulfire Farm, Migrant Justice and Honor the Earth will allow SIT to bilaterally share
knowledge across the Food Justice movement, strengthening participants and building global ties
across communities of color, indigenous and migrant groups. Groups who are most affected by
climate change, and also holding the best most sustainable practices to justly curtail it.
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5. Education, health, gender equality, family planning access for women
SIT students and faculty have already worked thoroughly on each of these topics for decades. An
enriched and growing SIT/WL, actively mobilizing its global network of practitioners in new
programming, both traditional and multi-disciplinary, both in-classroom and online, will ensure
continued positive impacts on these and related issues. Every program, from language teaching
to education administration addresses these in its own way and every program has a direct
application in the process of educating for sustainable development. Just teaching permaculture
includes language teaching, program management, design theory, experience-based training,
learning cycles, monitoring, evaluation and even social justice. SIT does this work already, and
sustainability praxis would support it further.
To return for a moment to the Planetary Boundaries framework those above goals are
based on, and the graph displayed earlier of our critical global systems, four of the planetary
systems we’ve pushed furthest past their safety thresholds are: Phosphorous, Nitrogen, Land
Use, and Biodiversity. SIT in the future could be making active advances on all of these points,
directly and experientially through sustainable ecosystem restoration, while sequestering
atmospheric carbon. Proving out the financial sustainability of this approach for SIT will help
demonstrate to other institutions the potential benefits, catalysing a ripple effect of sustainable
praxis among education and development NGOs, leading towards long-term paradigmatic shift.
Critical analysis is key. It has to be a broadly participatory approach to personal,
communal, and global decision making. This will allow intentional change to our discourses, our
social facts and values, and then most coarsely to our political and economic systems. This is
where Freire’s dialectical methodologies really shine: the critical consciousness we need, the
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conscientization by/of the people, requires nothing more than people sitting in circles, talking to
each other about food and work, posing problems seen in their own lives and reframing those
issues in the larger structures that are co-created by our discourse and practice. This freirean
dialectic is one of the experiential learning tools that SIT contributes to the field. Once this
critical consciousness has become widespread, it will be vastly easier to make large-scale
rational decisions that are responsible to the social-ecological world system.
Conclusion
SIT and institutions like it have a role to play in the unfolding history of global climate
change. Through intentional active work in sustainability, that role can be one of leadership and
growth. More cooperation with local nonprofits, reduced costs for several different departments
while producing valuable media for advertising and engagement. More direct engagement with
local residents, opportunities for low-skilled job training for them and direct experiential
education leadership training for our students. Practical experiential programming options that tie
in with and enhance SD programming like the new Global Masters in Climate Change and
Global Sustainability. Opportunities for direct community participation from ALL sectors of WL
programming in one place: PIM, MAT, Study Abroad, Summer Youth Programming, faculty,
grounds crew and administration. All this and more await, once SIT commits to action.
Permaculture is not just a philosophy of values: it’s also a design and evaluation
framework (Lockyer & Veteto, 2013). To synopsize SIT sustainability practices within the
framework, the recommended actions detailed in this project are all just permaculture values, as
applied to our unique context:
● Observe and Interact - like our increased media, community tie-in and online engagement
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● Catch and Store Energy - like our new solar projects, green engineering for heating
● Obtain a Yield - of sustainable, seasonable organic healthy foods for our community
● Apply Self Regulation and Accept Feedback - new coalitions & horizontal accountability
● Use and Value Renewable Resources and Services - long-term ecology design thinking
● Produce No Waste - close energy loops, compost, recycle, grazing, work w/Rich Earth
● Design From Patterns to Details - permaculture as value-accountability & assessment
● Integrate Rather Than Segregate - new agri-partnerships with indigenous and POC NGOs
● Use Small and Slow Solutions - incremental changes we can understand, afford & benefit
● Use and Value Diversity - of ecology, of programming options, knowledge & designs
● Use Edges and Value the Marginal - central to garden and sustainable building design
● Creatively Use and Respond to Change - opportunities abound for those who can adapt
Permaculture, being a hybridization between institutional and indigenous knowledge, easily fits
with all of the institutional values of SIT/WL while contributing actionable content to program
design and operations. But in order to benefit from this framework, SIT will have to have at least
one person on payroll who can understand and apply it.
For this and all the reasons listed earlier in this paper, I recommend the creation of a
sustainability coordinator position to facilitate development and implementation of institutional
goals. Remember: as the effects of climate change become more obvious, investors are already
coming around on green investment.
SIT can become a valid recipient for some of that new growth. This is how.
SIT can reach new heights while doing its part to avert the literal, violent collapse of our entire
world and way of life.
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We need a sustainability coordinator
But that by itself would do nothing
That person has to have real support

SIT started as a local experiment in international living.
As a natural result of this learning cycle we will create
the international experiment in local living.

Good luck.
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Appendix A: Garden plans and lessons from first year

Digital readout from www.growveg.com, which SIT CG managers used for layout design for
multi-season planning that can be used in future seasons as a baseline for garden planning.
Community Garden experiential training materials as employed in 2018 are available here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1M0sdzDty837Mr79UjkuqFWVrdkCur0c
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Initial planned planting list - many substitutions/adaptations impacted final design.
Partial Planting List
Violets

Jerusalem Artichokes

New England Aster

Johnny Jump Up

Daylilies

Beebalm

Potentilla

Comfrey

Blue Cohosh

Cardinals

Obedient Plant

Lucerne/Alfalfa

Trillium

Jewelweed

Red Columbine

Basil

Asparagus

Meadowsweet

Turtlehead

Sorril

Parsley

Wild Geranium

Serviceberry

Arrowwood

Blueberry

Highbush Cranberry

Strawberry

Ginger

Buttonbush

Rhubarb

Currants

Echinacea
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Appendix B: SIT Sustainability Coordinator proposed job description
Job Description: SIT Sustainability Coordinator
Immediate Supervisor: Department Chair, Sustainable Development
Collaborating departments: Student Life, Admissions, Community Engagement, Facilities
General Function:
The Sustainability Coordinator works collaboratively with administration, faculty, staff, and
students to develop, coordinate, and promote effective sustainability initiatives to reduce SIT’s
impact on the environment while building materials experiential praxis. Responsibilities include
engaging across the community about permaculture and sustainability, as well as coordinating
campus programming and activities, building collaborations with other NGOs, performing
research about sustainability funding and, and coordinating annual reporting/accountability
measures.
Minimum Acceptable Qualifications
Education: A Bachelor’s degree in an education or earth sciences discipline, such as physical,
biological, or health sciences, engineering, sustainability or an appropriately related field is
preferred.
Experience: Professional experience developing, maintaining, and/or managing
sustainability-based initiatives, processes, or programs involving the collection, analysis, and
reporting of program data. Proven experience in facilitating collaboration across institutions.
Experience working with sustainability or environmental programs in higher education is
preferred.
Skills: Effective verbal and written communication skills are required. The ability to work
independently is required. Attention to detail is required. Initiative is required. The ability to
work collaboratively with other individuals and volunteer groups is required. The ability to use
Microsoft Office Suite to prepare Excel spreadsheets, PowerPoint presentations, and reports is
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required. The ability to develop knowledge of, respect for, and skills to engage with those of
other cultures or backgrounds is required.
Essential Duties And Responsibilities
1. Works with all aspects of the residential and academic campus community, including students,
faculty, and staff to promote an understanding and awareness of sustainability issues by
coordinating informational training and presentations and promoting energy and water
conservation, waste minimization, recycling, sustainable building and landscape design,
alternative transportation, procurement of green products, etc.
2. Serves a liaison between various campus entities to assure communication and resource
coordination for sustainability programs and projects, including Sustainable Development, Youth
Programming, Green-Up, SITSA, and facilities.
3. Coordinates and compiles University data for the ongoing Association for the Advancement of
Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE) Sustainability Tracking, Assessment, and Rating
System (STARS) self-assessment program and enters data from campus organizations into the
STARS reporting tool for submittal to AASHE. Researches and builds awareness for other
accountability measures and coalitions.
4. Implements and maintains internal sustainability training and programming including but not
limited to the SIT Community Garden
5. Creates promotional and educational materials by writing, editing, and designing content for
brochures, fliers, bulletin board displays, newsletters, sustainability guides, and training
materials.
6. Assists in defining sustainability goals and tracks performance metrics to assess program
effectiveness.
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8. Improves the effectiveness of sustainability practices by monitoring best practices related to
sustainability. Makes recommendations for new sustainability programming and modifications to
existing programs.
9. Supports Facilities Management and other departments as appropriate in relation to
implementing energy conservation and sustainability programs.
10. Researches and identifies grant-writing and other funding opportunities in support of
expanded campus sustainability efforts.
11. Supports the overall success of the University’s sustainability efforts by performing all other
duties as assigned.
Supervision
The Sustainability Coordinator is supervised by the Chair of the Sustainable Development
department and may supervise part-time employees, volunteers, and work-study students.
SIT Permaculture Project: Overview
The SIT Community Garden Project is designed to function seasonally to provide access to
locally sourced, organically grown foods with and for the students and staff at the School for
International Training (SIT), World Learning and for other community members within the
greater Brattleboro area. This space helps to serve as a bridge, to connect the SIT campus to the
broader community by providing both fresh, locally-grown produce and an ecologically designed
co-learning space to bring people together around sustainable eco-agricultural practices and
techniques. The project contributes to building an environmentally-conscious and sustainable
World Learning community, and is designed to build meaningful connections with Brattleboro
and surrounding areas while rebuilding local ecosystems.
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Appendix C: Organizations and resources for SIT campus sustainability
Food Solutions New England
Vermont Farm to Plate
Rich Earth Institute
Groundworks
Food Connects
Root SJC
Brattleboro Retreat

Growing Power
Soulfire Farm
HEAL Food Alliance
International Society of Sustainability Professionals (ISSP)
Bioneers

AASHE/STARS
Real Food Challenge
Wayfinder
Resilience Alliance
Second Nature
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